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ABSTRACT in English
In Sweden, as in many other countries, women’s political representation was
a contested issue long before 1922, when the first five women entered the
Swedish Parliament among 375 male MPs. In general, the few women in top
political positions have met resistance both from male colleagues and in the
mass media. Biographies and memoirs of political women in different countries
from the 1950s until today show a similar pattern: political scandals are more
devastating for women than for men; and for women the question of doing
gender “right” is often crucial.1 The mass media’s tendency to stereotype female
politicians is also immensely influential.2 In this paper the special discourse
developed in the Swedish press regarding Ulla Lindström, the only female
minister between 1954 and 1966, is scrutinized. The concepts of ‘doing gender’
and ‘gender clash’ are used to analyse how women politicians are constructed
as ‘not right’, and to show how women politicians are stereotyped in the press.
The question is whether and how the political persona created in the national
press corresponded with the political persona created by Ulla Lindström in
her political diaries, written during her time as a cabinet minister. These
diaries created a sensation when they were published in two books, in 1969 and
1970, partly because they were published such a short time after Lindström’s
resignation, partly because the diaries were based on shorthand notes and
revealed the internal discussions among members of the government in a way
that was unique at that time, both in Sweden and Europe.
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ABSTRACT in Swedish
Såsom åtskillig forskning visat har det varit svårt för politiskt aktiva kvinnor att
förena de motstridiga krav som ställts på dem som handlingskraftiga politiker
och “riktiga” kvinnor. Inom massmedieforskning används ofta ordet persona
för att beskriva den personlighet som en politiker iscensätter på den offentliga
arenan, en politisk persona. Problemet för politiker är att det i massmedia ofta
skapas en annan persona än den som politikern själv iscensätter. Den svenska
pressens bild av Ulla Lindström som ett pratigt och beskäftigt statsråd, vars
karriär präglades av grodor, fadäser och klavertramp, kan ses som ett sätt att
“skapa” en politisk persona och med den en diskurs; ett specifikt sätt att tala
och skriva om regeringens enda kvinnliga minister åren 1954–66. När Ulla
Lindström efter sin avgång 1966 publicerade de politiska dagböcker hon fört
under sin statsrådstid var ett av hennes motiv sannolikt att hon ville ge sin
version, dvs skapa sin egen politiska persona som motvikt mot den bild som
skapats av henne i pressen. I mitt bidrag skall jag med stöd av begrepp som
“genuskrock” och att “göra kön” ge exempel på hur Ulla Lindström skapades
som politisk persona och hur hon själv såg på eller tolkade den bild som konstruerades i pressen.
Keywords: women in politics, political persona, political diaries, faux pas

Introduction
When Ulla Lindström was appointed as minister without portfolio in
1954, she was only the third female minister ever in the Swedish government led by Tage Erlander, Prime Minister and leader of the Swedish
Social Democratic Party (henceforth SAP), from 1946 to 1969.3 The two
female ministers preceding Lindström had been appointed for only short
periods of time.4 Ulla Lindström was the first woman to hold a ministerial position for any length of time, serving for twelve years, from 1954 to
1966. Today, twelve years as a minister is considered a very long period of
time. This was, however, not the case in the 1950s and 1960s when several
members of the Swedish government held their positions for more than
20 years.5 When Erlander wanted to appoint a female minister before the
1954 election he first met resistance in the government.6 The fact that he
had some difficulties finding suitable tasks for the female minister did not
stop him; he found it “ridiculous” to start the election campaign without
a woman in the cabinet.7 Finally he created a portfolio including family,
consumption, aid to developing countries, and immigration. Lindström
herself said she had a “general store” of political issues to handle with
four different departments involved: the Ministries of Commerce, of
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Health and Social Affairs, Foreign Affairs and Justice.8 Lindström soon
initiated the Swedish National Board for Consumer Policies and she was
the architect behind a new family policy that included the creation of
publicly financed day-care centers, one of the most important reforms of
the 1960s, to mention only a couple of her initiatives.9 From 1947 to 1966,
she was also Swedish delegate to the United Nations General Assembly,
and did regularly spend one or two autumn months in New York. According to Dag Hammarskjöld, UN secretary-general, Ulla Lindström “made
the whole UN blush” when she initiated a debate on family planning in
developing countries.10
The political diaries
I met Ulla Lindström for the first and only time in the early 1990s. When
we met she was in her eighties and almost blind. Nevertheless, she looked
at me and said that I ought to read her political diaries, which were kept
at the Swedish National Archives:
- “Every single word is true”, she said.
Of course, I am well aware of the fact that truth is a contested concept,
not least in the ongoing debate, which has been running since the 1990s,
on autobiographical self-representation.11 For a long period of time political memoirs, autobiographies and biographies have been something of a
“men’s club.”12 This applies also to Sweden, where the Social Democratic
Party (SAP) was the dominant party during Ulla Lindström’s ministry.13
Within the SAP it has been a tradition to publish political memoirs and/or
biographies of the party’s important men, i.e. the social democratic leaders.14 The memoirs published before the 1990s related the history of the
party rather than the life of the authors and critique of the party leaders
was rare.15 Ulla Lindström, who did not hesitate to criticize Tage Erlander,
was the first female minister to publish memoirs, or, “excerpts” from what
she called her “political diaries”, which appeared three years after she
resigned in protest from her ministerial post.16 The first volume: In the
government: From my political diary 1954–59 was published in 1969, and the
second volume: The government did not resign! From my political diary 1960–
67, in 1970.17 Ulla Lindström prepared the publication herself by editing
her original diaries and writing the introductory sections. A comparison
between the original diaries and the published volumes shows striking
similarities – the editor has made only small changes (exchanging some
words, omitting sections that are of a private character). More sections
have been omitted in the second volume than in the first, but on the whole
the published memoirs are more or less identical with the original diaries.
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According to the introduction to the first published political diary,
Ulla Lindström started to write down all the “exciting issues” she experienced as minister in order to be able to explain the political decisions to
her grandchildren.18 Lindström was a skilful writer who had worked as a
journalist for many years. She wrote in her diary at home in the evenings
and in big books, a kind of ledger. She knew stenography and she noted
down in shorthand what was said in the governmental meetings as they
were happening. When writing the diary she used the shorthand notes,
which she often kept in her handbag. In the introduction to the first published diary she wrote that “the quotes are substantiated by my shorthand
and thus authentic.”19 I will come back to the question of authenticity.
Originally, Ulla Lindström had not planned to publish her political
diaries, but after her resignation she decided that her testimony would be
of general interest, showing how a government worked. She wrote that the
diaries could be seen as a “report justified by my proximity to the events,
telling about the relations between those in power in the government
and in the parliament and the results of the political power struggle.”20
In the introduction to the first book she also mentioned a more personal
aim for publishing the diaries. In order to put a stop to untrue “fables,”
she wanted to give her own version of what lay behind her resignation in
1966, underlining that there was “no grudge or need to retaliate” behind
the publication of her diaries.21
When the political diaries were published Ulla Lindström was criticized for being indiscreet, since she openly revealed the discussions in
governmental circles. In particular the unveiling of less formal discussions among cabinet ministers during their daily lunches was criticized.22
Several reviewers described her political diaries in terms of a contested
politician’s defence or a “talking back.”23 At the same time, the reviewers felt that they had previously put her down unjustly; now they found
that the author was talented, brave and humorous.24 Ulla Lindström
had a “feminist gaze” and the misogyny she and other political women
experienced during the 1950s and 1960s was mirrored in her diaries.
She did not hesitate to criticize the press for stereotyping women and
the labour movement for “fumbling relations with the sisterhood” (i.e.
women).25 Ulla Lindström’s publishing of her political diaries could be
seen as an act of defence, but, on the other hand, you could also say that
she fits into a tradition where women’s writing of “scandalous memoirs”
is a way of expressing resistance as well as vindication.26 She wanted to
give her version of events, which could be described in terms of a feminist interpretation of being a political woman. The controversial question
of authenticity did not seem to trouble her when, as already mentioned,
she wrote that “the quotes are substantiated by my shorthand and thus
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authentic.”27 She did not seem to reflect on questions of interpretation or
of making choices. Her version was her “true” or “authentic” version and,
as a former journalist, she was accustomed to reporting from political
meetings; she did not problematize the fact that she was reporting from
the governmental circle of which she was at the time a working part. After
the publication of the diaries, she received letters from friends and colleagues who more or less confirmed her version of events28 and her books
have been (and still are) widely quoted both by scholars and authors of
memoirs and biographies. In other words, the diaries have been judged
as reliable sources.
Political persona
During my current work on a biography of Ulla Lindström, I have used
the concept of the political persona to analyze the growing gap I have found
between the persona of Ulla Lindström constructed in the press and the
persona that Ulla Lindström herself constructed or created in her diaries.
The concept of the political persona is often used in mass media research
where the politician “is perceived as an actor performing a relevant ‘persona’, a self as revealed to others.”29 In the following, I will use the concept of the political persona to emphasize the fact that Ulla Lindström was
constructed in the Swedish press as a deviant politician, whose career was
characterized by faux pas or, as one reviewer of her diaries wrote: “(t)he
silly Ulla /…/ of the botches, bodges, and gaffes.” He added that he himself had helped to put her down “with both malice and recklessness.”30
He was, however, not the only journalist putting Ulla Lindström down. As
already mentioned, a particular discourse or way of describing her political persona was developed in the press. She was constructed as deviant,
both as a woman and as a politician. She was also stereotyped and often
described as a woman who was too talkative and thus in need of a muzzle.
In her diary, Ulla Lindström showed how the press constructed her as a
“chatterbox”31 and also ascribed to her comments that she had not made.
In the diaries she gave her version of events, which can be seen as a construction of her own political persona. In this paper, I will use the diaries
to compare the political persona constructed in the press with the political
persona constructed in the diaries. Furthermore, I will use the concepts of
doing gender and gender clash to analyze how women politicians in general,
and Ulla Lindström in particular, have been constructed as “not right.”
In the 1950s and 1960s, the newspapers in Sweden were many and
influential, particularly since most Swedish towns had two local (often
quite small) newspapers, one social democratic paper and one belonging
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to the opposition parties, that is, the liberal, the agrarian or the conservative parties.32 As soon as Ulla Lindström’s name was mentioned in a
newspaper she (like all MPs and ministers) got press cuttings through
the Public Information Service (Statens Upplysningsbyrå). A collection
of cuttings are filed in Ulla Lindström’s archive at the National Archives
and my analysis is based on those press cuttings as well as (microfilmed)
Swedish newspapers published between 1954–66.
Political women and gender clashes
The fact that Ulla Lindström was the only female minister in Tage
Erlander’s government made her both visible and deviant, not least when,
dressed in a skirt, she was photographed together with male colleagues all
dressed in dark suits. Being the only female minister also meant that she
was scrutinized in the press and soon a special way of describing her was
developed, a discourse that was both critical and misogynist. Research
from different countries show that political women are often stereotyped
in the mass media, a phenomenon which seems to have been more or
less the rule since women first gained the right to vote.33 “The politically
active women who make themselves seen and heard are perceived as
angry and provocative,” according to Margareta Svahn, who has studied
insults, stereotypes and gender constructions in contemporary Swedish
mass media.34 To simplify you could say that Ulla Lindström was accused
of “not doing gender right.”35
Political scientists and other scholars have investigated the male resistance experienced by women in high political positions. A vast academic
research literature, as well as biographies and memoirs, show that women
have faced and still face difficulties when entering the male dominated
political arena.36 Feminist media scholars have investigated the tendency
to sexualize, personalize and domesticate female politicians in the mass
media, in short the tendency to comment on their looks and family life
rather than their deeds.37 A modern example is the Swedish feminist
party, Feminist Initiative, Fi, which was formed in 2005 and aimed to gain
seats in the Swedish Parliament in the 2006 election. When Fi was portrayed in the mass media, its members were described as being the wrong
kind of women, organized in the wrong way, saying the wrong things,
highlighting issues that were not considered “political,” etc.38 They were
also sexualized, ridiculed and de-feminized, not least in cartoons. More
than 40 years earlier, Ulla Lindström was subjected to the same master
suppression techniques; 39 she, too, was often portrayed malevolently in
news articles and in cartoons. In the press, the members of Fi, just like
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Ulla Lindström, were constructed as political personae who committed faux
pas and who did not do gender right. Like Lindström, Fi members were
described with words seldom used in relation to male politicians, like
“silly geese.”40
According to one journalist “(f)emale politicians thus seem to be evaluated not only on their performance as ‘credible politicians’ but also on
their performance as ‘credible women’.”41 Previously, I have described this
dilemma in terms of gender clashes – a paradoxical situation in which it is
as impossible for a female politician to perform as a ‘credible politician’
as it is to perform as a ‘credible woman.’42 A telling example is the incident when Ulla Lindström, together with all the members of the Swedish government, bowed when greeting the British Queen Elizabeth II,
who visited Stockholm in 1956. The fact that Lindström bowed instead
of curtsied was described as scandalous misbehavior by the British press
(did Lindström think she was superior to the Queen?). The curtsy scandal was quickly echoed in the Swedish press and Lindström received letters saying she ought to resign since she was a “shame to her country”43
and cartoonists portrayed her as unable to kneel.44 Evidently Lindström
was “not doing gender right” when she, like her male colleagues, bowed
instead of curtsying. Those who criticized her did not see her as a minister among ministers. Instead, they saw Mrs Lindström who did not curtsy,
i.e. she did not perform like a woman. This gender clash – a clash between
what was expected from her as a credible politician (to bow like a man)
and a credible woman (to curtsy to the Queen) – illustrates the difficulty faced by political women in acting as ‘credible’ politicians. A similar
situation occurred when Ulla Lindström attended a wedding in a black
dress. In one paper she was gleefully criticized for not following etiquette
(never wear black at a wedding!) which no doubt was a way of undermining her as both a ‘credible’ woman and a ‘credible’ politician; she did
not do gender right.45 Another common gender clash is when the role of
female politician clashes with the role of mother, a clash that in Sweden
has been particularly visible in studies of the career of the former SAP
leader, Mona Sahlin. In 1995, Mona Sahlin was more or less forced to
resign from her ministerial position for using the government’s credit
card when buying private articles like napkins and chocolate. In the press
she was perceived as a neglectful mother lacking political authority.46 In
comparison, male politicians involved in political scandals are seldom
accused of being careless fathers.
I would suggest that this tendency among journalists to stereotype
female politicians as women (rather than as politicians) could be interpreted in terms of gender clashes. Going back to Ulla Lindström, I would
argue that journalists were unable to understand that she, like her male
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colleagues, was acting politically. They did not recognize the “political
woman”; they saw only the stereotyped “woman,” the “babbling” minister
who was repeatedly making faux pas. According to the Swedish political
scientist Maria Wendt, political women are often described as “characters” (how they are) and not as “political actors” (what they do).47 Consequently, women are not seen as proper politicians but rather as acting in
their private capacities, a fact that undermines their political authority.48
Ulla Lindström’s political persona as it was created in the press was actually
not political; her persona was constructed as a political wrongdoer, i.e. a
woman. According to one reviewer of her political diaries her career was
“marked by ‘faux pas’ ” and he found her “pushy, obstinate and tactless,”
characteristics that were not considered feminine in the 1960s.49 This
kind of almost abusive wording or discourse is found surprisingly often in
the press, albeit more often in the non-Socialist press than in newspapers
owned by the labour movement.50 In a way, this mirrors the fact that a
deep political conflict existed between the competing non-Socialist and
Socialist parties in Sweden during the 1950s and 1960s,51 but that is not
the only conflict concealed here. Undoubtedly, a special discourse was
developed in the press regarding Ulla Lindström. It was a discourse that
became more and more negative and misogynist surprisingly quickly. In
1957, when Lindström had been a minister for less than three years, one
leading newspaper wrote: “Minister Ulla Lindström’s faux pas are now a
matter of routine.”52 The often repeated mentions of Lindström’s faux
pas constructed her as a politician who did and said the wrong things.
When she once wrote a letter (instead of talking) the influential, conservative newspaper Svenska Dagbladet sighed: “On top of everything Ulla
Lindström has now started writing letters.”53 The following day the same
paper wrote that in the aforementioned letter she had “made an ass of
herself” and thus shown her “lack of ability to deal with her work.”54

The press discourse and the diary
Undoubtedly, Ulla Lindström was well aware of the predominantly,
negative press discourse. In her diary she wrote that she was described as
“garrulous”55 and that her political actions were interpreted as evidences
of “female thoughtlessness.”56 She even made list of words used in the
press to describe male versus female politicians.57 This could be interpreted in terms of resistance, perhaps a way of dealing with the fact that
she was constantly put down in the press by male journalists? It should be
noted that the (still rare) female journalist treated her differently; they
not only wrote about Lindström in more positive terms but also marvelled
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at the misogynist press discourse.58 Also, when she was appointed minister several newspapers wrote that the new Minister of Family (in one
paper she was called the Minister of Haberdashery59) was an able woman,
talented, hard-working and good-looking.60 When she later gave a speech
in Malmö, the local paper presented her to the readers as follows: “The
cabinet minister Ulla Lindström is an elegant woman to look at while you
attentively follow her intelligent arguments for continued social democratic rule in Sweden,” adding that she had “a very graceful and feminine appearance in a red velvet hat.”61 Ulla Lindström herself did not
officially complain about the way in which she, as minister, was portrayed
in the press. When interviewed by a female journalist in Aftonbladet, a
Stockholm-based social democratic tabloid, Lindström and the interviewer discussed press cuttings with headings like “(n)ow the Madame
has babbled again” and “Ulla has made a faux pas” or a “serious gaffe.”62
Lindström commented hopefully that the patronizing tone applied to
women would disappear when more women became politically active.63
After her resignation Ulla Lindström problematized the tendency to
stereotype both political men and women in the press.64 In her diary she
wrote that political women were described in a patronizing and gendered
way while descriptions of political men were gender neutral.65 She also
underlined the fact that, contrary to what was assumed by the journalists who criticized her for speaking before thinking, she always carefully
planned what to say. In order to be able to confirm in retrospect what
she had actually said, she used to tape-record and type all her speeches.66
When interviewed many years after her resignation Ulla Lindström had
a seemingly more indulgent attitude towards the press. Possibly she was
trying to smooth things over when she said that it was perhaps rightlydeserved that the press had dubbed her the “witch” of the government.
Being the only woman meant you had to assert yourself, she said, and
perhaps “I was too eager to assert myself at the beginning of my career.”67
Thinking in terms of strategies, it seems as though Lindström’s strategy
was not to complain about the way she was described in the press, at least
not while she was still in a ministerial position. At the same time she was
conscious of the journalistic tendency to misinterpret her speeches. As
already mentioned, one strategy to counter this phenomenon was to
have all her speeches recorded, typed and (later) filed. The publishing
of her “political diaries” could also be seen as a conscious strategy. As
described above, in the first published diary she particularly underlined
that she not only wanted to give inside information about the work of
the government, she also wanted to give her own version of her career as
a minister.68 Among the excerpts from her diary she also inserted some
essay-like chapters in which she gave her view on gender and politics,
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i.e. her experiences of being the only woman at a period when there were
few women in top positions in politics and they were critically scrutinized
in the press. In the diary she described how she was often confronted
with gender clashes in terms of incorrect news, misunderstandings and eyecatching headlines and cartoons in the newspapers.
Dubious reports and incorrect news
Ulla Lindström often found that her political speeches were misinterpreted in journalists’ reports. Once, after she had spoken about World
War II, Hitler and public opinion, she was accused of recommending
censorship. One journalist wrongly reported that she wanted to gag the
press, a misinterpretation that was repeated in several newspapers, eventually resulting in one journal writing that the person in need of a muzzle
was Ulla Lindström herself.69 The article was illustrated with photos of
Lindström and a well-known Norwegian Nazi leader (Vidkun Quisling),
a juxtaposition that very much upset Lindström.70 By the time a social
democratic newspaper finally asked for Lindström’s speech manuscript
in order to find out what she had actually said the damage was already
done.71 According to Lindström, such incidents were quite common. What
she said was misinterpreted and uncritically quoted from one newspaper
to another and thus the “babbling minister” was created.72 The idea that
Lindström needed a muzzle later reappeared in an editorial of Svenska
Dagbladet, the leading, conservative newspaper in Stockholm.73
In her diary, Ulla Lindström gave another example of how the press
actually created misleading news when she presented a proposed change
to a bill called “raggarlagen” or “raggarparagrafen” in the Swedish Parliament. In the 1960s greasers (“raggare”) were members of a gang of
youths who drove about in cars in Stockholm and other cities offering
(often very young) girls lifts. In spite of the title of the bill it was actually
the young girls who were targeted. Girls as young as 14 had been found in
cars and on boats and it was assumed they were in need of protection. The
new bill made it possible for the police to ask for the names and addresses
of young girls found in cars and on boats in the docklands.74 It was a contested proposal, not least since the National Board of Health and Welfare
had previously presented a more far-reaching proposal, which was mixed
up with the proposal presented to Parliament by Lindström.75 Among
those protesting violently against the proposed bill were the Social Democratic Youth Association (SSU) and the Social Democratic Student’s
Association, both in Stockholm. In an open letter to the press, the Board
of SSU demanded Ulla Lindström’s resignation. The problem was that
they, as well as the social democratic (Stockholm-based) newspapers who
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supported them and severely criticized Lindström were attacking the
wrong proposal, i.e. the one previously proposed by the National Board
of Health and Welfare. This meant that Lindström was being wrongly
accused, but none of the newspapers checked their sources. The same
mistake was made by a large group of MPs, a fact that further confused
the debate but still placed Lindström in the position of the accused. On
top of that, the social democratic tabloid Aftonbladet under the headline
“Family Minister Lindström on the warpath”76 wrote that Lindström
had threatened to resign should the bill not be accepted.77 According to
Aftonbladet a campaign to “save” Lindström had started among MPs.
In her diary, Lindström wrote that the threat to resign was a canard.
According to her it would have been “ridiculous” to resign over a mere
“trifle” like this and she added that MPs were not stupid. Of course they
did not try to “save” either the proposition or her, she added in her diary.78
Lindström’s version of the proposed “raggarparagraf” was finally accepted
by Parliament. Nevertheless Aftonbladet continued to blame Lindström,
criticizing her for an “extremely disrespectful” remark, which she had, in
fact, not made in her speech to Parliament.79 The quote appeared in other
newspapers and thus Lindström was depicted as a “disrespectful” minister “on the warpath.” This might sound harmless but the often- repeated
sensational headlines presumably had an impact, and not only on the
readers. The special discourse or way of describing Ulla Lindström developed in and by the press was a discourse in which she was created as
an incompetent woman and whatever she did or said was interpreted in
terms of making blunders. Later, she was portrayed in a tabloid in “the
political profile of the week” under the headline “Her history as minister
is a history of faux pas.” According to the same paper, she “makes at least
one blunder a year!”80
The way in which the media willfully misinterpreted Lindström’s
speeches and created false news assisted in the shaping of a (false) political persona, that did not correspond to the one created by Lindström
herself. The gap between the two shows how the only female minister
was stereotyped as a politician who was acting in an inappropriate way
(threatening to resign), saying the wrong things (being “disrespectful”)
and being aggressive (“on the warpath”).
The NIB-crisis
When Ulla Lindström’s diaries were published, some of the reviewers were
appalled by the picture she painted of the press and felt that the journalists were in need of self-criticism.81 Self-criticism, however, was not what
characterized the press during the NIB-crisis in 1963, when the social
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democratic tabloid Aftonbladet, together with a liberal paper in Gothenburg, started a campaign critizising NIB, the National Board for International Development, an authority that provided aid to developing countries,
and for which Ulla Lindström as minister was responsible. In her diary,
Lindström described the NIB-crisis as: “seven weeks of being subject to
the most turbulent attacks of my political life.”82 She collected more than
300 press cuttings from the NIB-crisis and asked herself how the critique
against her and NIB could have developed into such an “unrestrained
campaign.”83 The gap between the political persona created in the press
and the persona created in her diaries seemed to be unbridgeable.
To give a brief background: the story of NIB started in 1961, when the
Swedish government created a special committee to work on issues regarding international development assistance policy. The committee was initiated and led by Olof Palme, who worked closely with Prime Minister Tage
Erlander, and a proposal to set up NIB, the National Board for International
Development, was soon presented.84 NIB started as a new authority in 1962
and it was no more than eighteen months before the press began to ask
critical questions about its activities in countries like Algeria, Ethiopia and
Pakistan. The critique probably mirrored the fact that NIB had an unusually short start-up period; the administrative routines did not work and
several key people resigned after only a short period of time.85 Many of
the complaints were directed against the head of NIB, Arne Björnberg,
who had been formally appointed by the government when NIB started
in 1962. NIB was led by a Board and the head of the Board, Valter Åman,
together with Olof Palme, had obtained some information about internal
problems at NIB during spring 1963. Neither Palme nor Åman had, however, informed the minister in charge, Ulla Lindström, who was taken by
surprise when the NIB-scandal exploded in the press in mid-September
1963. A series of articles was published, criticizing both the head of NIB,
Arne Björnberg, and NIB’s projects in different countries. Aftonbladet,
the social democratic paper owned by the Swedish Labour Union Federation (henceforth LO), took up the story and drew special attention
to Lindström. Aftonbladet created a front page drama with headlines like
“Staff are running away from public authority.”86 The articles were followed up by editorials in which Lindström was rebuked in a pompous way
and held responsible for this that and the other, particularly for the hiring of Arne Björnberg and, according to one front page headline: “Ulla
Lindström chose the wrong people for NIB.” When Lindström declared
in an interview that Arne Björnberg had been formally appointed by the
government, the editor-in-chief of Aftonbladet accused her of not facing up
to her responsibilities and called on her to resign, a sensational demand
since it emanated from a paper close to the social democratic party.87
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The NIB-crisis was to a great extent a scandal created by the press.88
Recent research on political scandals has shown that the “media tend
to cover female political scandals more extensively than male political
scandals.”89 This conclusion applies to the contemporary Swedish media
and of course the result cannot simply be transferred to the 1960s and
the NIB-crisis, but undoubedly a witch hunt showing great similarities
to more modern witch hunts in the media (at least in the press90) was
started, with the aim of dismissing Ulla Lindström.91
In her diary, Lindström wrote that she had the feeling that the NIBcrisis was a campaign directed specifically against her, a conclusion that
was dismissed by several reviewers of her book.92 Later, however, it turned
out that she was right in her belief that someone was acting against her.
Many years after the NIB-crisis, the Swedish historian Kjell Östberg has
shown that Arne Geijer, the chair of LO, was behind the wish to “get rid
of” Lindström. Geijer was deeply involved in aid to developing countries
through his simultaneous function as chair of the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions, ICFTU. Through useful contacts Geijer
managed to place two of his supporters at Aftonbladet (owned by LO), one
of them as editor-in-chief and the other as an expert on international
issues. Their first task at Aftonbladet was to fulfil Geijer’s and LO’s wish
to “get rid of” Ulla Lindström. This information was uncovered by Kjell
Östberg when he investigated reports sent from American diplomats in
Stockholm to Washington.93 Eventually Aftonbladet went too far when publishing an interview with Olof Palme, who was supposed to have said that
Aftonbladet made it impossible for Erlander to dismiss Lindström.94 The
Prime Minister could hardly act according to the wishes of the editor-inchief of a social democratic tabloid.
The question is, could this plan to dismiss Lindström be interpreted
in terms of an ultimate gender clash? The editor-in-chief of Aftonbladet was
able to profit from the fact that Lindström was already dubbed the “shrew”
of the SAP, and since she was not backed up by influential party comrades
she seemed to be an easy target. The problem was that A
 ftonbladet hit too
hard; according to Lindström the opinion finally changed and she met
sympathy among some of her colleagues.95 The plot against Lindström
could be seen as a clash between an influential representative of the labor
movement and the only female minister. Why LO and Arne Geijer wished
to get rid of Lindström is not clear, but probably they wanted another minister responsible for aid to developing countries.96 I would, however, argue
that this is also a question of gender and power in the Swedish labour
movement. The clash between LO and Lindström could be compared
with another, more recent clash between a highly placed female politician
and the wish among influential men in the labor movement to get rid of
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this woman; i.e. when Mona Sahlin reluctantly resigned as leader of the
Swedish Social Democratic party in 2010. It was Mona Sahlin’s shortcomings rather than her politics that were the focus for the media and when
she finally resigned the gender order was restored, according to Gunilla
Jarlbro and Mia-Marie Hammarlin, who have studied the media reports
on Mona Sahlin.97
Conclusions
The concepts of doing gender and gender clash are useful tools for the analysis of female politicians, both historical and contemporary. The media
portrayal of Lindström does not correspond to the picture evolving in her
diaries; from these two sources two very different personae appear. This
is hardly surprising; a person’s self-perceived persona rarely correlates perfectly with the persona perceived by others. What is particularly striking,
though, is how Lindström’s story reminds us of the pervasive resistance to
women’s political presence and the wide range of strategies and techniques
that have historically been deployed to consciously or sub-consciously discredit women in politics. Stereotyping, ridiculing, and de-feminization are
but a few of the strategies that are visible in the Lindström case.
Political scandals are more devastating for women than for men; for
women, the question of doing gender “right” is crucial. There is, however,
no way of doing it right: the gender clash makes it difficult to be a professional female politician. Through the eyes of the contemporary press,
Lindström became a threat to the prevailing gender order, much as Fi did
some 50 years later. Here, the media has played an active role in depicting political women as deviant, as different and as simply “not right,” and
in underlining female politicians’ gender performance rather than their
professional performance. The tendency to stereotype the (then only)
female minister as a woman rather than as a politician could be understood in terms of a gender clash. A special discourse was developed in the
press regarding Ulla Lindström, a discourse in which a political persona
was created in the shape of a stereotypical woman: a woman who talked
too much and made faux pas, a woman who was perceived as angry and
provocative: “on the warpath.” Ulla Lindström was constructed as a deviant politician, who, was a wrongdoer, whatever she did or said.
Behind Lindström’s decision to publish her political diaries was probably a wish to demonstrate another political persona than the “shrew” of
the Social Democratic Party created in the press. In her diaries, she did of
course both explain and defend her ministerial decisions and actions. She
did not hide the fact that she was a contested politician and a woman of
temperament who occasionally made mistakes, but she dismissed the idea
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that she was too talkative. Instead, she underlined the fact that she actually planned very carefully what to say: “My so-called spontaneity is always
carefully prepared. I wonder whether my political antagonists will ever
believe that. A woman is spontaneous, according to their prejudices.”98
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